THE MINIATURE COLLECTION

Allied Glass has an exceptional portfolio of miniature spirit bottles
geared towards high end spirits which are cost effective, practical,
and readily available.

Looking for a Standard Miniature Bottle?
Increasingly popular 50ml miniature bottles are incredibly versatile.
They are ideal for gift packs as they provide the perfect size for those wishing to sample different styles of a particular
spirit, for when a small volume is needed to create a certain cocktail or if the consumer simply wants to take a conveniently
sized bottle on a picnic or to a party.
Therefore, Allied has recently launched a new collection of miniature bottles. With a range of shapes and available in
both premium and standard flint, each one of the stylish bottles is perfect for a premium spirit, whether it be a bold
gin, a warming whiskey, or a hand-picked liquor.
Many of the bottles are available from stock and for additional on shelf presence can be decorated using sprays and
screen printing, without the outlay or volume commitments which are required for a bespoke miniature bottle.
For further specification details please visit our website.

A beautiful collection, these 50ml bottles have been created with the
individual care and crafting expertise for which Allied is renowned,
each with their own with individual style, which makes them perfect
for any spirit brand.

THE MINIATURE TITUS
Imposing and functional yet aesthetically pleasing.

Shape:			

Round

Available Finishes:
200mm ROPP
		
Weight:			
90g

THE MINIATURE BRUNEL
An authentic shape for a premium look.

THE MINIATURE NEWTON
An exceptional bottle which is refined and versatile.

Shape:			

Tapered Square

Shape:			

Round

Available Finishes:

18mm ROPP

Available Finishes:

200mm ROPP

Weight:			

90g

Weight:			

89g

Height:			

105.1mm

Height:			

110.1 mm

Height:			

92.1mm

Diameter:			

39.3mm

Diameter:			

32.7 x39.7mm

Diameter:			

43.4mm

Glass manufactured inStandard Flint Glass

THE MINIATURE ROUND SPIRIT
Clean lines and a timeless round shape.

THE MINIATURE SQUARE SPIRIT THE MINIATURE DIMPLE DECANTER
Immediately striking with its robust design.

A classic decanter with a contemporary twist.

Shape:			

Round

Shape:			

Square

Shape:			

Tapered Square

Available Finishes:

20mm Shallow ROPP

Available Finishes:

20mm ROPP

Available Finishes:

GF303

Weight:			

81g

Weight:			

98g

Weight:			

85g

Height:			

116.3mm

Height:			

100.4mm

Height:			

91.0mm

Diameter:			

35.7mm

Diameter:			

37.0 x 45.7mm

Diameter:			

39.7 x34.3mm

Bespoke Miniatures
Allied Glass has an outstanding award-winning Design team who work with customers to create their own bespoke bottles including miniatures.
Involved closely in every stage of the new product development process, they work creating the initial concepts and through new product development
journey using the latest software to ensure that even the most challenging dinky designs are successfully manufactured.

Miniature Decoration
To create further sophistication to your miniature bottle, Allied offers a range of customisation options including spraying in
transparent or opaque finishes and screen printing using the finest organic inks.

www.allied-glass.com

If you wish to explore the opportunities for a bespoke miniature bottle, please do not hesitate to follow the link to contact our sales team.

@alliedglassUK

allied_glass

/company/allied-glass

